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Thesis advisor Author 

Denis Auroux Aleksandar Subotic 

A Monoidal Structure for the Fukaya Category 

Abstract 

Homological mirror symmetry relates Fukaya categories of certain symplectic 

spaces to derived categories of coherent sheaves of certain "dual" algebraic spaces. In 

this work we study the analogue in symplectic geometry of the structure given by the 

tensor product on the derived category of coherent sheaves, and the symplectic tech

niques necessary for its definition. We use the theory of triangulated categories with 

tensor structure to propose that one may think of homological mirror symmetry as 

the study of how the geometries of certain symplectic manifolds induce natural tensor 

product structures on their Fukaya categories. This is also the main motivation for 

this work. 

We show that for a Lagrangian torus fibration with a distinguished Lagrangian 

section, which is the classical setting for mirror symmetry, there exists a natural 

monoidal structure on a category closely related to the Fukaya category, induced by 

the group structure on the toric fibers. Having defined the monoidal structure we 

show that for a mirror pair of elliptic curves, the tensor product can be defined for 

a version of the Fukaya category used in the proof of homological mirror symmetry 

for elliptic curves, and that with this tensor structure it will be exactly mirror to the 

derived category of coherent sheaves of the dual elliptic curve with its standard tensor 

iii 



Abstract IV 

structure. This gives evidence that our construction agrees with expectations for the 

mirror tensor product. Also, as a consequence of this theorem one gets a geometric 

way of computing the ring structure on vector bundles on an elliptic curve. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Suppose that we are given a mirror dual pair of spaces X and X^uai- We will 

call Dsymp(X) the triangulated category obtained as the derived category of an A°°-

category (the so called "Fukaya category") whose objects are suitable Lagrangian 

submanifolds of X, and morphisms are Floer complexes with their A^-structures. 

We will call Dal9(X(iuai) the bounded derived category of suitable coherent sheaves 

on Xdual- Homological mirror symmetry [7] predicts that these two categories are 

equivalent, but as an object of algebraic geometry Dalg is much better understood 

than Dsymp. We know that Dalg has rich structure and a range of geometric functors. 

The intuition behind mirror symmetry tells us that there should be corresponding 

data associated to Dsymp but the existence of this data is largely conjectural. 

The main goal of this thesis is to find the analogue in symplectic geometry of the 

structure given by the tensor product on the derived category of coherent sheaves, 

and to study the symplectic techniques necessary for its definition. The motivation 

for considering the tensor product structure before other structures on Dalg is twofold. 

1 



Chapter 1: Introduction 2 

The first reason is that the tensor product on Dalg is indispensable in many standard 

constructions of algebraic geometry one might want to study on the symplectic side. 

The second, more conceptual reason, is that once any triangulated category K 

is equipped with a tensor structure it determines a locally ringed space Spec(K) [4]. 

Furthermore, if we take K to be Dal9(XdUai) the space Spec(A') is just X^uai [3]. 

So given the right monoidal structure on Dsymp(X), one obtains its mirror Xduai as 

Spec(Dsymp(X)). We propose that one may think of homological mirror symmetry 

as the study of how the geometries of certain symplectic manifolds X induce natural 

monoidal structures on Dsymp(X). 

We show that for a Lagrangian torus fibration X with a distinguished Lagrangian 

section, which is the classical setting for mirror symmetry, there exists a natural 

monoidal structure on Dorr(X) (a category related to Dsymp(X)) induced by the 

group structure on the toric fibers. This gives the following theorem 

Theorem 1.0.1. Suppose that X is a Lagrangian torus fibration over a compact 

connected base B, with a Lagrangian section E. Then there is a functor (g) : Don"(X) x 

Don"(JV) —» Don'pQ that together with the object (£, O), where O is- the trivial rank 1 

local system on C, induces a symmetric monoidal structure on Don"(X). This functor 

restricts to fiberwise addition on the level of objects which are Lagrangian sections of 

the fibration. 

Having defined the monoidal structure we show that for a mirror pair of elliptic 

curves, the tensor product can be defined for a version of Dsymp used in the proof of 

homological mirror symmetry for elliptic curves, and that with this tensor structure 

jjsymp WJU kg e x a c t iy mirror to Dalg with its standard tensor structure. 



Chapter 1: Introduction 3 

Theorem 1.0.2. Let E be a 2-torus with complexified K'dhler parameter p = iA + b, 

where A is its area. Let Edua\ be an elliptic curve with modular parameter r = p, and 

let Dalg be the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on Eduai considered as a 

monoidal category with monoidal structure induced by the standard tensor product. Let 

jjsymp foe tfae extended Donaldson category of E equipped with the monoidal structure 

induced by <S>. Then Dalg and Dsymp are equivalent as monoidal categories. 

This gives evidence that our construction agrees with expectations for the mirror 

tensor product. Also, as a consequence of this theorem one gets a nice geometric way 

to see the ring structure on vector bundles on an elliptic curve [1]. 

The main question for future work is how beneficial this setting is to considering 

fibrations with singular fibers, the much less understood case of mirror symmetry. 

We end the introduction with a conjecture that expresses this goal: 

Conjecture 1.0.3. If X is SYZ-fibered (admitting a suitable, possibly singular, La-

grangian torus fibration) there is a natural monoidal structure on Dsymp(X) induced 

by the geometry of the given SYZ fibration on X. 



Chapter 2 

Categories with tensor structure 

To study the question of the symplectic mirror of the tensor product of coherent 

sheaves we need to consider the abstract algebraic structure that extends the tensor 

product to the level of categories (see for example [9]). 

Definition 2.0.4. A category K has the structure of a monoidal (tensor) cate

gory if there exists a bifunctor <S> '• K x K —>• K called the tensor product, and an 

object I called the unit object so that there are natural isomorphisms: 

1- (XA,B,C ••(A®B)®C^A®{B®C) 

2. \A: I ®A = A and pA- A® I ^ A 

that satisfy the following commutative diagrams for any objects A, B, C, D of C: 

((A ®B)®C)®D QA®g'C'> {A ® B) <g> (C <g> D) aA>B>c*>2, A®(B®(C® D)) 

C<A,B,C ® Id 
A 

V 
Id ®OLBn,D 

(A®{B® C)) <g> D ®A,B®C,D ^ A®((B®C)® D) 

4 



Chapter 2: Categories with tensor structure 5 

and 

{A® I) <8> B ^ 4 A <8> (/ ® B) 

A®B 

A monoidal category is particularly simple when all the isomorphisms defining it 

are identity. 

Definition 2.0.5. A monoidal category is called strict if the isomorphisms CXA,B,C-, PA, ^A 

are all identity morphisms. 

Example 2.0.6. The category of modules over a commutative ring R, with the tensor 

product of modules <8> is a basic example of a monoidal category. Special cases of this 

are the categories of vector spaces and abelian groups. We see how naturally appearing 

monoidal categories are not necessary strict. 

The following example will be of great interest to us. 

Example 2.0.7. Let X be a smooth projective variety, and let Coh(X) be the cat

egory of coherent sheaves on X. We will call the bounded derived category of this 

abelian category Db
oh(X) the derived category of X. The category Db

oh(X) is 

naturally equipped with a tensor product. The tensor product of sheaves is a bi-

functor ® : Coh(X) x Coh(X) -» Coh(X) that induces a bi-functor (g>L : Db
coh(X) x 

Db
coh(X) —> Db

oh(X). The bi-functor ®L and the object Ox induce a monoidal struc

ture on Db
coh(X). 

The categories we consider will have a symmetric tensor product. More formally 
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Definition 2.0.8. A braided monoidal category consists of a monoidal category 

K and a natural isomorphism called the braiding 

BAB--A®B^B®A 

so that for any three objects A, B,C in K 

a 
- l 

A®{B®C) - ^ > (A®B)®C BA>B&% (B®A)®C 

B A,B®C 
V 

&B,A,C 
V 

and 

[B®C)®A - ^ > B ® (C <g> A) ld®Bc'i B®(A®C) 

{A®B)®C ^ 4 A <g> (B <g> C) — ® B B > C
> A®{C®B) 

B A®B,C 
V 

aA,C,B 
V 

(2.1) 

C (8) (A <g> 5 ) ^ 4 (C <8> A) <8> 5 ^ ® *> (A <g) C) ® 5 

Definition 2.0.9. yl symmetric monoidal category is a braided monoidal cat

egory K for which the braiding satisfies BA,B = B^\ for all objects A and B in 

K. 

The functors which respect structure are given as follows 

Definition 2.0.10. A monoidal functor from a monoidal category (K, <S>, I, a, A, p) 

to a monoidal category (R1, <S>', I', a', A', p') consists of a functor F : K —>• K', a 

natural isomorphism 

7]AtB:F{A)®'F{B)^F(A®B) (2.2) 

for every pair of objects A, B and an isomorphism r/id : / ' —> F(I) so that for all 

objects A, B,C in K the diagrams 

(F(A) <8>' F(B)) ®' F{C) VA'B ® *> F(A <8> B) ®' F(C) ^ ^ > F({A <8> B) ® C) 

®F(A),F(B),F(C) 
V 

F{<*A, 
.A 

B,Cj 

F(A) <g>' (F(S) (8)' F(C)) I d 0 ? 7 i ? ' S F(A) <g>' F(B <8> C) ^ ^ > F(A <8> (S <g> C)) 
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and 

and 

commute. 

I' <8>' F(A) — ^ - > F{A) 

rhA ®' W 
V 

F{\; 
A 

VI,A 
F(J) <8>' F ( 4 ) - ^ > F(7 <g> A) 

F(A) <8>' / ' P F ( ^ } > F(A) 

Id 0'^a 
V 

HPA) 
A 

*M,/ 
F ( A ) < 8 » ' F ( / ) . - ^ - F ( A ( g > / ) 

Definit ion 2 .0 .11. A monoidal functor F is called braided monoidal if it is 

monoidal and it makes the following diagram commute for all A, B in K 

B' 
F(A) ®' F(B) F{A)'F(B± F(B) (8) F{A) 

V 
VA.B 

\ 
F(A <g> B) 

VB,A 

B A,B 
V 

-> F(B <g> A) 

Definit ion 2.0.12. Suppose F and G are monoidal functors from a monoidal category 

K to a monoidal category K'. A monoidal natural transformation is a natural 

transformation a : F —>• G so that for any pair of objects A,B in K we have 

F(A) (8)' F(B) aA ®' ^ S G(A) ®' G(B) 

VAB. 
A 

V 
F{A®B) 

VA,B 

->G{A®B) 

and 

r v?d -> 

< 
V «(/j 

F(7) — ^ G(7) 

commute. 
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Finally we can state what it means for two monoidal categories to be equivalent. 

Definition 2.0.13. If K and K' are monoidal categories, a monoidal functor F : 

K —» K' is a monoidal equivalence if there is a monoidal functor G : K' —> K 

such that there exist monoidal natural isomorphisms between FG and Idx, and GF 

and Idx' • If such a functor exists we say K and K' are monoidal equivalent. 

Definition 2.0.14. If K and K' are symmetric monoidal categories, a monoidal 

equivalence F is symmetric if F and G are symmetric monoidal. 

The importance of monoidal categories to mirror symmetry comes from the fol

lowing construction. 

Definition 2.0.15. A triangulated category K is tensor triangulated if it admits 

a symmetric monoidal structure which is exact in each variable. 

In analogy with algebraic geometry one can construct prime ideal subcategories 

of such a K to obtain a locally ringed space Spec(.ft') [4]. 

Theorem 2.0.16. [3] Let Y be a topologically noetherian scheme. Let Dperi(Y) be 

the derived category of perfect complexes overY. Then 

Spec(£>perf(y)) ^ Y (2.3) 

as schemes. 

Consider the triangulated category Dsymp(X) of a symplectic manifold X that 

admits a mirror algebraic variety Y. In other words suppose there is a nonempty set 

of varieties Y{ so that the categories D^iYi) := Db
coh(Yi) are equivalent to DsvmP(X). 
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Pulling back the monoidal structures from the Dal9(Yi) for all the Yj gives a dis

tinguished group of monoidal structures on Dsymp(X) whose spectra are mirrors to 

X. 

Conjecture 2.0.17. If X is SYZ-fibered (admitting a suitable, possibly singular, 

Lagrangian torus fibration) there is a natural monoidal structure on Dsymp(X) induced 

by the geometry of the given SYZ fibration on X. 

One can try to go even further. It is an open question as to when Spec(K) of 

an arbitrary triangulated monoidal category K admits a scheme structure. If the 

resulting space is nice one might ask is if there was a natural equivalence from K 

to Dal9(Spec(K)). Answering these algebraic questions would allow one to recognize 

when an arbitrary symplectic manifold admits a mirror and what the mirror map is. 



Chapter 3 

The Strominger-Yau-Zaslow 

transformation in the semi-flat case 

In this section we will explain the one known way of geometrically understanding 

mirror symmetry. In its simplest form the SYZ transform ([13]) is obtained in pairs of 

special non-singular torus fibrations. We call this the semi-flat case, and we largely 

focus on it without going into further generality. For geometric explanations on how 

to go beyond the semi-flat case see [2]. 

Let M = Zn be a rank n lattice, and MR = M <8>z K. Let D be an open set in 

W1. Consider D x MR with the natural complex coordinates Xj + iyj for j = 1, 2,..., n 

and Xj and t/j coordinates on D and MR respectively. There is a natural holomorphic 

volume form given by d{x\ + iy{) A d(x2 + iy^) A ... A d(xn + iyn). 

Call Y the quotient of this space by the action of M. This comes equipped with 

natural complex coordinates exp (XJ + iyj), and holomorphic volume form QY = — A 

^ A . - . A y 1 . Furthermore we can equip Y with a Kahler form u>y = Ylj k fyfidxj Adyk 

10 



Chapter 3: The Strominger-Yau-Zaslow transformation in the semi-flat case 11 

for any solution <fi of 
o2 ± 

det(-—-—) = const (3.1; 
OXjOXk 

This gives Y the structure of a special Lagrangian torus fibration over the base D. 

The SYZ mirror X of Y is given by D x (-/VR/JV) where N is the dual lattice of 

M. X is also a special Lagrangian torus fibration over D. One can take u>x to be 

^2- dxj A duj where Uj is the dual coordinate to yj, with the complex structure given 

by coordinates Wj determined from dlog(wj) — ^2k 4>jkdxk+iduj and the holomorphic 

form fiv = ^ A ^ A . . . A ^hL. Notice that in this setup X is naturally symplectic, 

while Y is naturally complex. 

Remark 3.0.18. A geometric way to think about this is to consider X as the moduli 

space of pairs (L, V), where L is a special Lagrangian torus in M and V is a flat 

unitary connection on the trivial complex line bundle on L. One can think of the base 

as representing the Lagrangian part and since the moduli space of flat U(l) connections 

on the torus is canonically isomorphic to the dual torus we arrive at the dual fibration 

picture. See [1] for more information. 

The work of Leung-Yau-Zaslow [8] gives some evidence to the fact that this picture 

induces Homological Mirror Symmetry with the following observation. Let L be a 

Lagrangian section of the fibration X equipped with a flat U(l) bundle a (thinking 

of this as one of the basic objects of the Fukaya category of X). We will write it as 

L = {(x,u(x))\xE D} (3.2) 

For every x e D then u(x) determines a point in TN = T^ and thus a flat U(l) 

connection on N. These patch together to give a connection on the topologically 
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trivial complex line bundle over Y given explicitly as 

v L = dY --J2uj(x)dyj (3-3) 
3 

One can compute that this connection is integrable precisely when L is Lagrangian. 

Thus, it determines a holomorphic line bundle. We can write down the flat U(l) 

connection a on L explicitly as d^ + c, where c is a closed one-form, and 

VL,a = VL + c (3.4) 

defines another connection integrable if and only if L is Lagrangian. We take the 

holomorphic line bundle determined by VL,a to be the mirror of (L, a). 

What does this tell us about the tensor product? Let Lx and L2 be two Lagrangian 

sections of the flbration X, given by u\ and ^'respectively. The hermitian connection 

determining the tensor product of their mirror holomorphic line bundles is 

dY - -^2(ui(x) +u2(x))dyj (3.5) 
3 

The suggestion is that on line bundles the geometric tensor product should be given 

by fiberwise addition. 

This is largely the extent of what we know about the SYZ transform. Fortunately 

there is a natural Lagrangian correspondence from X x X to X that is determined 

by the structure of a torus flbration (where tori are considered as groups), and that 

recovers this behavior. 



Chapter 4 

Lagrangian correspondences and 

Wehrheim-Woodward theory 

4.0.1 Lagrangian correspondences 

Let (Mo, wo) and (Mi,u;i) be two symplectic manifolds. A Lagrangian corre

spondence from M0 to Mx is a Lagrangian submanifold of (M0 x Mi, — u>o +u>i). We 

will use the notation M0~ x Mi to denote (Mo x Mi, — LOQ + u)i). 

Example 4.0.19. Let (M,UJ) be a symplectic manifold. Any Lagrangian L C M is 

a Lagrangian correspondence from pt to M. The graph of any symplectomorphism 

(j) : M —> M is a Lagrangian correspondence from M to M. 

In a sense, Lagrangian correspondences from Mo to Mi are generalized symplectic 

morphisms. As such we expect them to induce an action on Lagrangians in MQ\ 

Definition 4.0.20. Let L0 be a Lagrangian in M0 and L0i a Lagrangian correspon-

13 



Chapter 4: Lagrangian correspondences and Wehrheim-Woodward theory 14 

dence from M0 to Mi. The composition LQ O L01 is defined to be 

7T((L0 x Loi) n (AM o x Mx)) (4.1) 

where n : M0 x M0 x Mi —>• Mx is the projection and AM0 is the diagonal in M0 x Mo. 

More generally let (M2)OJ2) be another syraplectic manifold. Let Li2 be a corre

spondence from Mi to M2. We define L0i xMl L12 to be 

(L0i x L12) n (M0 x A M l x M2) (4.2) 

Then the composition L0i o L12 is defined as 

vr(L0i x M l L12) (4.3) 

where now -K : M0 x Mx x Mx x M2 -> M0 x M2 

The composition of two Lagrangians is not necessarily a Lagrangian submanifold. 

The first obstacle is that L0i x Ml L12 is not necessarily a transverse intersection. This 

can be corrected by a Hamiltonian isotopy so since our interest is in hamiltonian 

isotopy invariant cohomology theories we will assume this is the case. Then 

Lemma 4 .0 .21 . [17] The map T^\L01XM L12 ^S a Lagrangian immersion. 

When 7r|LoiXM Ll2 is an embedding we say that the composition L0i o L12 is em

bedded. To go further than the embedded case we need to extend the definitions. 

Definit ion 4.0 .22. [17] Let Mo and Mi be symplectic manifolds. A generalized La

grangian correspondence from Mo to Mi is a sequence of symplectic manifolds 

(N0, Ni,..., Nk_i) so that N0 = MQ and N^-i = Mi, and a sequence of Lagrangians 
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(LQI, LI2, ..., L(fc_2)(fc_i)), so that each L^i+i) is a Lagrangian correspondence from TVj 

to Ni+i. We denote generalized Lagrangian correspondences by L 

For a symplectic manifold M a generalized Lagrangian in M is a generalized 

Lagrangian correspondence from apt to M. 

Our next goal is to define an appropriate Floer homology theory for these general

ized Lagrangians. We will need to extend the discussion from [17] in order to include 

local systems and Novikov coefficients. 

4.0.2 Quilted Floer homology with local systems 

Consider a generalized Lagrangian correspondence L = (L0i, L12,..., L(fc_2)(/c-i))-

A local system on L is a sequence of local systems S_ := (<Soi,<Si2, ...<S(fc_2)(fc-i)) so 

that <Sj(j+i) is a local system on L^i+iy 

Suppose that we have a generalized Lagrangian correspondence with a local sys

tem (L, S_). We define the dual generalized Lagrangian correspondence with 

a local system (L_,S_)V to be (£v , i?v), where Lv is the reversed Lagrangian cor

respondence and 5V is ('5X._2wfc_1),<S^_3wfc_2) , . . . ,5^) . We define the product of 

Lagrangian correspondences with local systems (L0i,»Soi) x(-^12, £12) to be 

(Loi x LI2,SQ\ M S12), where IEI is just the tensor product of pullbacks of sheaves 

under the projection maps. 

Suppose that we have two Lagrangian correspondences with local systems (L0i, <Soi) 

and (Li2,Si2)- Suppose that L0i x M l L12 is a transverse intersection locus. Then we 

equip it with the local system i*(S0i M S12), where i : L0i xMl L12 —>• L01 x L i2 

is the inclusion. If TT\L01XM £12 *s a n embedding we equip LQI o L12 with the local 
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system 7r*i*(«Soi Kl Si2), and we will denote this local system by <Soi ° £12. (Equiva-

lently if one thinks of local systems as representations of the fundamental group, we 

consider the tensor product representation, then the pullback and then the induced 

representation.) 

Let (L, S_) be a cyclic (No = Nk) generalized Lagrangian correspondence with local 

systems. In order our Floer homology to be well defined we will consider manifolds 

TVj with trivial ir2 and Lagrangian correspondences whose 7Ti injects into those of the 

product symplectic manifolds. Alternatively one can look at [17] where a monotone 

setup is considered, and where gradings and coefficients are explained in more detail. 

If L = (I/01, L12, •••, -k(fc-i)fc) has even length we define HF*(L,S_) to be 

HF*((L{0),S{0))\(L{1),S{l))
T)' (4.4) 

where 

(L(0),«S(o)) := (L0i,Soi) x (L23,523) x ... x (L(k_2)(k-i),S(k-2)(k-i)) (4.5) 

and 

(£(i),£(i)) : = (^12, £12) x (L34,Su) x ... x (L(fe_i)fc,«S(fc_i)fc) (4.6) 

and T is induced by the isomorphism N{ xN2x ...iV^_1 x Nk = N0 x TVf xN2x ...N^. 

If the length is odd we take 

(L(0),<S(o)) := (L0i,<S0i) x (-^23,523) x ... x (L(A._1)fc, 5(fe_i)fc) (4.7) 

and 

(L (i),5(i)) := (L12,S12) x (1,34,534) x ... x (L(fc_2)(fc-i),<S(fc_2)(fc-i)) x (A0, O) (4.8) 
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where A0 is the diagonal Lagrangian correspondence from N0 to N0 with the trivial 

local system O. We define HF*(L,S_) as before. 

Now we define the quilted Floer homology with coefficients in local systems and 

we will show that the two match. Assume that we have already perturbed the corre

spondence by an appropriate Hamiltonian action as in [17]. If the length is even we 

define the quilted complex QCF*(IJ,S_) to be 

0<z> < x > ®Hom((«S0i|(n0ini))
v, ) <g> Hom((<S231(„2 )n3))V ,S341(ns,n4)) ® ( 4 . 9 ) 

... (g>Hom((<S ( fc_2)(fc-l)|(n fc_2>n fc_1))V '5(fc-l)fcl(n fc_1,n fc)) ® A (4 .10 ) 

where x are tuples (no, ni, • •-,n/c) G N0 x Ni x ... x Nk such that for each i we have 

(rii, ni+i) G Lj(i+i) and n^ = UQ. If the length is odd the above expression becomes 

0 < * > < X > O H o m ( ( < S o i | ( n o > n i ) ) V , 5 i 2 | ( n 1 , n 2 ) ) ® H o m ( (<S 2 3 | (n 2 ,n 3 ) ) V - 5 34 | (n3,n4)) <$&.H) 

Hom((5(/ c_3 ) ( f c_2)|(n f e_3 )n f e_2))V , '5(/ c_2)(fc-l) |(n f c_2 ,n f c_1))(8' (4 -12) 

H o m ( ( ( l S ( f c _ 1 ) f c ) | ( n f c _ 1 , n f c ) )
v , O ( n f c , n 0 ) ) <g> A ( 4 . 1 3 ) 

In both cases A is the Novikov parameter. 

The Floer coboundary operator without local systems is given by d : QCF* —>• 

QCF*+1 in [17] as: 

d < x_ >:= ^ ( ^ e(u)) < x+ > (4.14) 

where A4(x_,x+) is the moduli of index 1 quilted pseudoholomorphic strips (for a 

detailed definition refer to [16]) between the two intersection points, with each u given 

by a tuple of maps 

Uj : B x [0,6j] -> Nj (4.15) 
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and e : M.(x_,x+) —> {±} are determined by orientations. 

Let S- :=. s^ <g> s^2 <S> ••• <S> s7k-i)k ^ e a n element of the local system which appears 

in the definition of QCF*(L,S_) under its identification (valid in both even and odd 

cases) with 

5 0l | („ - , n i - ) ® 512l(nr,n2-) ® •••^S(k-2)(k-l)\(n-_2in-_l)<i>S{k-1)k\{n-_ijn-) (4.16) 

In our case we set 

d(< x_ > <8)s_) := Yl efe) <*+> ®^u(s) ® ̂ ( - } (4.17) 

where T is the Novikov parameter and Vu(s) is an element of 

5 0 l | („+,„+) ®-«5i2|(n+ in+) ® ••• ® «S(fc-2)(fc-l)|(n+_2>n+_1) ®'5(fc-l)fcl(n+_1,n+) ( 4 1 8 ) 

given by 

^n(s) = (712 o (soi ® s^) ° (7oi)V) ® (734 o (sj3 ® ŝ "4) ° (72s)v) ® - (4.19) 

where each 7^+1) is the monodromy morphism in 

H o m ( 5 j ( i + l ) l (n - ,n - + 1 )^ iO + l)l(n+,n++1)) ( 4 " 2 °) 

induced by the curve (UJ(S,5J),UJ+I(S,0)), and 7j(,-+i) is its dual in 

Hom((^ ( j + 1 ) | ( n ; i n ; + i ) )
v , (<S,(,+1)|(n-iri-+i))

v) (4.21) 

Notice that in the odd case we consider the quilt as having an "extra seam condition" 

given by the pair (Ao, O). This observation is really a part of the following proposition 

Proposition 4.0.23. Quilted Floer homology with local coefficients is well defined 

and agrees with generalized Floer homology with local coefficients. 
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Proof. That the quilted Floer homology with local coefficients is well defined follows 

from an argument similar to that in [17]. The second part of the claim will follow 

from unraveling the definitions. 

As is stated in [17] the strips contributing to the differential in HF^, S_) are in a 1-

1 correspondence with the quilts of QHF(L, S_). Consider such a J-holomorphic strip 

w(s,t) with s —> —oo limit at the intersection point (HQ , ...,n^_1) and the s —> +oo 

limit at ( n j , . . . , njJ_1). Unfolding this curve gives a quilt u by taking 

w(s,t) = {u0{s,l-t),u1(s,t),u2(s,\-t),...) (4.22) 

where all the 

(UJ(S, l),uj+i(s,0)) £ LjU+1) (4.23) 

a n d Uk : = UQ. 

Let t an element of 

H o m ( ( 5 0
v

1 ) | K ; n n ® (52
V3)|(n-)n-} ® . . . ,5x21^^- ) ® 534|(B8-,B-) ® •••) (4-24) 

Compared to the case with no local systems now every strip w contributes an extra 

V ^ T ^ where 

Vw(t)=li°to^ (4.25) 

with 7^ being the dual of the monodromy morphism 7Q along w(s,0) inducing a 

morphism in 

Hom(Soi | ( n - j n r ) <8>S23|(n-in3-) ® - '< Soi | ( n+,n+ ) ®<S23|(n+,ri3+) <8> •••) (4.26) 

and 71 being the monodromy morphism along w(s, 1) inducing a morphism in 

Hom(5 i 2 | ( n r > n J ) ® <S34|(n-in-) ® •••>«5i2|(n+,n+) ® «S34|(n+,„+) <8> •••) (4.27) 
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Under the natural isomorphism of equations [4.16] and [4.24], t can be rewritten 

as 

t = SQ! <g)s^2<g)... ®s~k_1)k (4.28) 

Similarly, under a natural isomorphism 70 can be rewritten as 701 <g> 723 <S> ••• and 71 

as 712 ®734 <8> ••• where each lj(j+1) is in Hom(5 i0-+i)|(n- in-+i),5,-(j+1)|(n+ in++i)) 

We claim that Vw(t) = Vu(s), that is that 

(712 <8> 734 ® •••) ° (s0i ® sf2 <8> - ® s^_1)fc) o (7^ <g> 7^ <g>...) (4.29) 

But this is straightforward because 

w(s, 0) = (w0(s, 1), ui(s, 0)) x (w2(s, 1), w3(s, 0)) x ... (4.30) 

and so the monodromy morphisms 7j(j+i) can be identified precisely with the mon-

odromies along (UJ(S,1),UJ+I(S,0)). D 

Next we prove an extension of the main theorem of [14] 

Lemma 4.0.24. Let (Li,Si), (L12,5i2), (£23; £23), (L3,S3) be a sequence of La

grangian correspondences from (pt, Ni, N2, N3,pt). Suppose that the composition L12o 

I/23 is embedded. Then 

HF\((LuS1)x(L23,S23))\(L12,S12)x(L3,S3))^HF%((L1,S1)x(L3,S3))\(L12oL23,S12oS23) 

(4.31) 

Proof On the level of complexes we have that CF*(((Li,Si) x (L23, *S23))V, (^12, £12) x 

(L3,53)) equals 

®x<x> <8>Hom((5i K523)VU, (512 BS3)|x) <8> A (4.32) 
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Let x = (n1 ,n2 ,n3) . We can decompose Hom((«Si ^S2z)y\x, (£12 ^Sz)\x) as 

S\\m ® <$231(n2,n3) <H> «5l2|(m,n2) ® S 3 | n 3 ( 4 . 33 ) 

On the other hand CF*(((L1; Si) x (L3 ,S3))v , (L i2 o L23, Su o S23)) equals 

©„ < y > <8> Hom((5i El lS3)v|3/, (<Si2 o 523)|y) (8) A (4.34) 

Let 2/ = (mi, m3). Then we can decompose Hom((«Si 1X1 <S3)
v|y, (<Si2 o S23)\y) as 

®(Si2oS23)\(mi,m3) (4.35) 

Since Li2oL23 is embedded, for every y we can find a unique m2 so that (mi, m2, m3) £ 

(Lx x L23) n (L12 x L3). Then since <Si2 o <S23 = n*i*(S 12 E3 S23) we again get 

<Sl\mi <8>«53|m3 ® «5l2|(mi,m2) ® «523|(m2,m3) (4 .36 ) 

On the level of the differentials we use the quilted picture. Let u be a quilt 

contributing to the right hand side and v':= Ts(u) where Ts is the isomorphism of 

the appropriate moduli of quilts constructed in section 3.1 of [14]. To extend the 

arguments found there it is enough to show that 

Vu(s) = (712 o (s7/ <g> su) o (7 l)
v) <g> (73 o ( s - <g> s3-) o (723)v) (4.37) 

equals 

p^t) = (p3 ° (<r ® o o (POV) ® (tr23 ° ( p ^ n (4.38) 

where s and £ are in spaces given by [4.35] and [4.37] and jj,pj and 1j(j+i),Pj(j+i) are 

appropriate holonomies as before. 

By the first part s and t can be identified by an isomorphism so that s[" = t^, 

s^ = t% and sj"2 ®
 s23 — ^m- By construction of T& there is a homotopy between u 
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and v_. More precisely, following the proof of the main theorem of [14] we can identify 

u(s,t) = (ui(s,t),u3(s,t)) with the tuple (ui3,u) where 

u13(s,t) = (u1(s,l-t),u3(s,t)) (4.39) 

is of width 1 and 

u(s,t) = (ui3(s),w2(s),W2(s)) (4.40) 

is of width 8 with «i3(s) = (u\(s, 1), u3(s, 0)), w2 = h ° w13, where /2 is the M2 

component of the inverse of TX : L12 x ^ L23 —>• Li2 o L23. 

We can identify u(s,£) = (vi{s,t),v2(s, t),v3(s, t)) with the tuple 

(v13(s, t),v'13(s, t), v2(s, t), v'2(s, t)) (4.41) 

where 

I v'13((l + 6)s,6-(l + 5)t), f o r 0 < t < ^ ; 
M*,l-iWM)) = { " ~ 2 (4.42) 

[ t>i3((l + 5 ) s , ( l + <$)<-<$), for |«5 < * < 1. 

and 

I v'2((l + 6)s, S-(l + 6)t), for 0 < t < \5\ 
v2(s,t) = l (4.43) 

[v2((l + 5)s,{l + 5)t-5), for \5 <t<6. 

The number S is the width of the middle strip in v_ (the other ones are width 1) 

and 5 := 2-^. It is for these tuples of strips that there is a homotopy. We can 

immediately see that the curves t>i3(s, 1) = (VI(Y^S,0),-^V^(S,1)) and «i3(s, 1) = 

(ui(s,0),u3(s, 1)) are homotopic so we can identify the pj's and 7/s. 

For the rest, p123 induced by «i3 is the same as the holonomy of the local system 

<Si2 K <S23 along u. On the other hand 712, 723 are induced by (t>i(s, 1), v2(s, 0)) 
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and (f2(s,5), vs(s, 0)) respectively. In terms of the new tuples the last two become 

(v'l3((l + 6)s,5),v'2((l + S)s,S),V2((l + 5)s,S)). This curve induces a holonomy of 

<Si2 Kl *?23 that is by homotopy the same as the one given by u. But the latter one is 

also equal to the one given by 723 o (s^2 ® ŝ ~3) o (7i2)v after using the isomorphism of 

Hom(5i2 | (mr)rn-) <8>«S23|(m2->m-),«Si2|(m+im+) <8>«S23|(m+im+)) (4.44) 

and 

Hom((<S12|(m+irn+))
v, («Si2|(mi-im-))v) <8> Hom((S23|(m2-im3-)), («523|(m+,m+))) (4-45) 

Thus putting it all together 

^123 O (p l23) V = 723 O (S12 ® S2 3) ° ( 7 l 2 ) V ( 4 . 46 ) 

n 

4.0.3 Donaldson-Fukaya categories with local systems 

Next we review and extend the definition of the Donaldson-Fukaya categories of 

generalized Lagrangians. 

We will need the following theorem, which is a straightforward extension of argu

ments in [16] using ideas of the last chapter 

Theorem 4.0.25. Given a quilted surface with strip-like ends C_, and a collec

tion of Lagrangian submanifolds with local systems (Le,5e) for the seams and bound

aries of C_, one for each end e, we can define a relative invariant Qg_ that counts 

the number of pseudoholomorphic quilts with these Lagrangian boundary conditions 
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and gives a map 

$ c : ®e_-HF((Le-,S^-)) -> ®c+/fF((Lg+, 5^+)) (4.47) 

Furthermore, if C_ is a quilted surface obtained by removing a patch between La

grangian correspondences whose composition is embedded and replacing it with a new 

seam corresponding to their composition, then the isomorphisms 

*e_ : HF((Le,SJ) - • HF((L^_X)), (4.48) 

where (I/e,<2g) are the new boundary conditions at each end, intertwine with the rel

ative invariants in the sense that 

$ e > o (<g>g- tfg-) = (<g>e+ ^ + ) o $ G . (4.49) 

Remark 4.0.26. Again We refer the reader to [16] for a detailed definition of quilted 

surfaces with strip like ends and the associated invariant. 

Definition 4.0.27. The generalized Donaldson-Fukaya category Don"(M) of 

a symplectic manifold M is defined as follows: 

• The objects o/Don'(M) are generalized Lagrangians satisfying suitable technical 

conditions (like the ones discussed in section 4-1) with local systems (L_,S_) in 

M. 

• The morphism space between two pairs (L_i, S_x) and {LL2,S_2)is 

Hom((L1, Sx), (L2,S2)) := HF(L,S)[d] (4.50) 

where (L,S_) is the periodic correspondence given by concatenating (L^S^) and 

(L2 ,52)v , andd=±G:kdim(Nk) + 'Ekldim(N'k,)). 
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• The composition of morphisms in Don"(M) is given by the relative invariant 

$ P corresponding to the quilted half pair of pants P_ 

Hom((L1 ,5J )(L2 ,52))xHom((L2 ,52) ,(^,^))^Hom((L1 )51) )(L3,53)) 

(4.51) 

• The identities 1(L,S) £ End((L, S_)) are given by relative invariants associated to 

the quilted disk [16]. 

As a consequence of the previous theorem we obtain the following lemma 

Lemma 4.0.28. Let (L0i, £12, •••, £(fc-2)(fc-i)) be a generalized Lagrangian with local 

systems (suppressing the local systems from the expanded notation) such that L^^i^o 

Z/j(j+i) is embedded. Then it is equivalent to the generalized Lagrangian with local 

systems (L01, L12,..., L{j_1):j o LjU+1],..., L{k_2)(k-i)) as an object o/Don"(M). 

Furthermore, let M0 and Mi be two symplectic manifolds. A Lagrangian corre

spondence with local systems (LQI, SOI) induces a functor $(( Loi,5oi))fromDon«(Mo) 

to Don" (Mi), which is well defined and constructed in analogy with [15] and the pre

vious discussion: 

Definition 4.0.29. The functor $((LOi,S0i)) : Don"(M0) ->• Don'(Mi) is defined by 

• On the level of objects, taking concatenation of the given object of Don"(Mo) 

with the Lagrangian correspondence (LOI,SQI) 

• On the level of morphisms taking $((L0i,<S0i)) := &c_, where C_ is a quilted 

surface with two punctures and one interior circle [15] 
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We will call the full subcategory of Don"(M) given by objects which are just 

Lagrangian submanifolds Don(M). We will need one more functor 

Theorem 4.0.30. There is a fully faithful functor i : Dontt(M) x Don8(M) -)• 

Don"(M x M) that extends the product functor on the subcategory Don(M). 

Proof. Let {L,S) = (L01,..., L{k_2){k-i)) and (G,T) = (G0i, ...,G,
(m_2)(m-i)) be two 

generalized Lagrangians with local systems (suppressing the local systems from the 

expanded notation) such that m < k. On objects 

i{{L.,S) X (G,T_)) = (Loi, L 1 2 , -.-, L(k-m)(k-m+l) X C 0 1 , ••-, L(fc_2)(fc-l) X G(m -2)(m-l)) 

(4.52) 

Let (K,E) = (NQ1,...,N(j-2)ti-i)) and {R,Q) = (R01,...,R^-2){8-i)), w i th s < j 

be two other generalized Lagrangians. For morphisms we need to consider 

HomDonB(M)((L, S), (N,P)) x H o m W ( M ) ( ( G , T ) , (R,Q)) (4.53) 

The first Horn equals (up to a shift) 

HF*(A(Q),AW) -(4.54) 

where 

A{0) = L0i x L23 x ... x A^ (a+1) x 7V£_1)(Q_2) x ... (4.55) 

and 

A(i) = L12 x L34 x ... x Nl,{a,+l) x Nfa,_l){a,_2) x ... (4.56) 

where \a' — a\ — 1 are numbers that depend on the parity of k. 

Similarly the second Horn equals 

HF*(B^,B{1)) (4.57) 
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where 

-S(o) = G01 x G23 x ... x Rp(p+i) x- -R(/3-i)(/9-2) x ••• (4.58) 

and 

B{\) = G12 X G34 X ... X Rpnpl + V) X •i?(/g/_1)(/3/_2) X ••• (4.59) 

where |/3' — /5| = 1 are numbers that depend on the parity of m. 

By the decomposition property of Floer homology 

HF*(A^0),A{1)) ®HF*(B?0),B{1)) (4.60) 

equals #F*(L^0), L(1)) where L(0) = A(0) x 5(0) and Z,(1) = Aw x 5 ( 1 ) . 

Let (L, 5) and (G_, T) be of even length. Then after a rearrangement of factors we 

get 

L(0) = LQI X ... X (L(fc_2)(fc_i) X G( m _ 2 ) ( m -1)) X (A^ ( i_3 ) ( j_2 ) X i?(s_3)(s_2)) X ... (4.61) 

and 

L(i) = 1/12 X ... X (L(fc_3)(fc-2) X G(m_3)(m_2)) X ( J V g ^ y - ! ) X i2^-2)(s-l)) X - ( 4 - 6 2 ) 

Thus we get exactly the Horn space 

HF*(i{(L,S) x (G,T)),i((N,P) x (£,<?))). (4.63) 

This identification defines our functor on morphisms and at the same time proves 

that it is fully faithful. 

If (LL,S_)
 a n d (G_,T) are both of odd length we get the same situation. Let (L,S_) 

be of even length and (G, T) of odd length. Then we get 

L(0) = L0i x ... x (L(fe_2)(fc_i) x G(m_3)(m_2)) x (iV(j_3)(j-_2) x i?(s_2)(s_i)) x ... (4.64) 
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and 

L ( i) = L 1 2 X ... X (L(fc_3)(*-2) X G ( m_2)(m-1)) X ( i V ^ ^ - l ) X #<>-3)(S-2)) >< - (4-65) 

Equivalently this is the Floer homology of the sequence 

(L 0 i , I/12, •••, I/(fe-3)(fe-2) xG( r a -2) (m- l ) , £(fc-2)(fc-l) x-R( s-2)(s-l) > ^( j -2)0 ' - l ) X"^(s-3)(s-2)> •••) 

(4.66) 

Lemma 4.0.31. T/ie F/oer homology of the sequence 

(L0i,Li2,... ,L(A;-3)(fe-2)XG(m_2)(m-l),^(fe-2)(fc-l)X JR( s_2)( s„i),iV( : ,_2)( : ,_i)Xi? ( s_3 ) ( s_2) , ...) 

(4.67) 

can 6e expressed as the Floer homology of the pair of generalized Lagrangians 

{L(n, L12, ••-, L(k-3)(k-2) x Gr(m_2)(m-l),^(fe-2)(fc-l) x A M ) (4.68) 

and 

(...,iV(j_2)(j-i) x JR(s_3)(s_2), A M x i?(s_2)(s_i)) (4.69) 

Proof. The claim is equivalent to the fact that we can replace L(fc_2)(fe_i) x Rjs_2\(s_i) 

with the sequence (L^-2)(k-i) x A M , A M X R7s^2)(s-i))• But this s e c l u e n c e gives an 

embedded composition and composes exactly to L^-2){k-i) x RTs_2)(s_i\- D 

Lemma 4.0.32. 77ie too generalized Lagrangians 

3)(fc_2) X G{ 

2){m-l),L(k-2)(k-l) x &M) (4.70) 

and i((L_, S), (G_,T)) are equivalent as objects of Don? (M x M). 
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Proof. Let (V_, W) be a test object. The generalized intersection points are obviously 

in correspondence. 

Let u be a quilted strip with the seam conditions (X0i, ^12, •••, ̂ (/c-3)(fe-2) xG(m-2)(m-i), L{k-2){k 

AM, Y1)- We can write u = (w1; it2, ...,ttfc_2XVfc_i, Wfc-i x f̂c> •••) so that iti(s, 0) G L0i, 

( t i l ( s , 1 ) , U 2 (S , 0 ) ) G L12, ..., (Ufc-3(S, 1) , Ufc-2(S, 0 ) ) G L(jfe-3)(jfe-2), (Ufc-2(S, 1 ) , Vfc-i(s , 0 ) ) G 

G(m-2)(m-i) (wfc_2(s,l),Wfe-i(s,0)) G L(fc_2)(fc-i), (ufe-i(s, 1),Vfc(s,0)) G AM. Define 

u ' : l x [ 0 , l ] - > M to be the strip given by concatenating Vk-i(s, \t) and Vk(s, \t). 

Then 

u' = (w1,u2,...,w*!-2 x vk-2,Uk-i x i/,.„) • (4.71) 

gives a Ji-holomorphic map a quilted strip with seam conditions in i((L,S), (G, T)), 

where J i is a deformed almost complex structure as per the proof of Theorem 5.2.3 of 
2 

[17]. From this point on one can follow their argument that shows these are in a 1 — 1 

correspondence with width 1 quilted strips for a genuine almost complex structure. 

Similarly, one can argue for quilted triangles which finishes the proof. • 

Applying the above lemma to 

(...,iV(j_2)(j_i) x i?(s_3)(s_2), AM x i?(s_2)(s-i)) (4.72) 

as well again establishes that the result is 

HF*(i((L,S) x (G,T)),z((jV,P) x (R,Q))) (4.73) 

Since there was no loss of generality in choosing (L, S_) to be of even length and (G, T) 

to be of odd length, this finishes the proof. • 
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Definition of the tensor product 

We are now ready to define the bifunctor giving the tensor product. Consider the 

set £ in (X x X)~~ x X, where X is semi-flat, given by 

C = {(x,ui,x,u2,x,ui + u2)\x G D, ui,u2eTM} (5.1) 

where X =* D x T M . 

Lemma 5.0.33. C is a smooth Lagrangian correspondence. 

Proof. Under a diffeomorphism that permutes the factors of this product £ is given 

by ADX£>X£)'X r + , where F+ is the graph of addition on TM-

To check that it is Lagrangian 

cu(xxX)-M(-P, U,), (P, U2), (P, Ux + U2), (Q, V,), (Q, V2), (Q, Vx + V2)) = (5.2) 

-cox((P, U±), (Q, V,)) - ux{(P, U2), (Q, V2)) + ux((P, Ux + U2), {Q, Vx + V2)) (5.3) 

The simple form J^ dxj A duj of ux for a semi-flat X implies that this is 0. 

• 

30 
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The way this composition acts on pairs of Lagrangians intuitively is by fiberwise 

Minkowski addition. In other words for every fiber of the fibration on X that both of 

the Lagrangians intersect, we Minkowski sum the intersection points of one with the 

intersection points of the other. In particular this recovers the behavior predicted by 

the SYZ-picture. 

We have so far focused on the local picture, which is believed to be a part of the 

more general mirror symmetry picture. Suppose now that X is a Lagrangian torus 

fibration with no singular fibers over a compact connected base B, with a Lagrangian 

section. Then B is affine and X is isomorphic to T*B/A (see [5]) so we can define 

the Lagrangian correspondence C 

Theorem 5.0.34. Suppose that X is a Lagrangian torus fibration over a compact 

connected base B, with a Lagrangian section E. Then there is a functor ® : Don'(X) x 

Don'(X) —> Don"(X) that together with the object (£,(9), where E is the zero section 

and O is the trivial rank 1 local system on £,, induces a symmetric monoidal structure 

on Don"(X). This functor restricts to fiberwise addition on the level of objects which 

are Lagrangian sections of the fibration. 

Proof Using Duistermaat's theorem we can define the Lagrangian correspondence 

C in X~ x X~ x X. This then defines a functor $((£,£>)) from Don»(X x X) to 

Don»(X). We define 

<8>:=$((£,0))oi (5.4) 

and this functor, as discussed, has the desired property of being fiberwise addition on 

the level of objects. 
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Let (L,S_) = (Loi,...,Z/(A._2)(fc-i)), (G,T) = (G0i,..., G(TO-2)(m-i)) and (N_,E) = 

(N0i,..., A^(j_2)(j_i)) be 3 objects of Don^X). Then 

((LS)®(G,T))®(N,P) (5.5) 

is given by the sequence 

(•••,£(fc-2)(fc-l)-X G(m_2)(m-l) X A^Q„3)(j_2),£ X N(j_2)(j-1), £ ) (5.6) 

which by Lemma 4.14 is equivalent to the object 

(•••,£(fc-2)(fc-i) x Gf(m_2)(m-i) x A^y_2)(j-i),£ x Ax, £) (5.7) 

On the other hand (£ x Ax ,£ ) can be composed by an embedded composition 

and gives the correspondence given in local coordinates under the isomorphism X = 

T*B/A as 

T := (x,yux,y2,x,y3, x,yx + y2 + y3) (5.8) 

so that 

((L,S)®(G,T))®(N,P) ^ (...,L(fc_2)(fc_1) x G(m_2)(m-i) x %_2)(,-i),T) (5.9) 

Similarly 

(L,S)®{(G,T)®(N,P)) = (...,L(fc_2)(fc-i) x G(m_2)(m_i) x NU-2){j-1),T) (5.10) 

which gives the isomorphisms OLL,G,N_ defining the monoidal structure. 

Consider (L_,S_)<S>(T,, O). It is given by 

(...,I/(fc_2)(fc-i) x £ ,£ ) (5.11) 
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But the subsequence (L^-2)(k-i) x E, £) is composable by an embedded composition 

and equals L^-2)(k-i) g i v m S the isomorphisms p^ defining the monoidal structure. 

Similarly one can obtain the A^'s. 

It is not difficult to check that a, p and A satisfy the commutative diagrams of 

Definition 1.1 and so ((g), (E, O)) induces the structure of a monoidal category on 

Don8(X). 

We can define the braiding functor as follows. Consider (L, S_)<S>(G_, T) given by 

(...,L(fc_2)(fc-i) X G(m_2)(m-l) ,^) (5-12) 

Notice that £ c ( I x X)~ x X is invariant under the permutation of the first factors 

because of commutativity of addition on the torus fibers of X. We conclude that 

under the permutation symplectomorphism that takes L^-2){k-i) x G(rn_2)(m-i) to 

Gr(m_2)(m-i) x L(fc_2)(fc-i) and so on for all members of the sequence, the generalized 

Lagrangian 

(...,L( fc_2)(fc_i) X G(rn-2){m-l),£) ( 5 . 13 ) 

goes to 

(...,Gf(m_2)(m_i) x L(fc_2)(fc_i),£) (5-14) 

and this symplectomorphism induces the braiding isomorphisms B^Q. These clearly 

satisfy BLG = BQ\ and since it 's not hard to check the necessary commutative 

diagrams our monoidal structure is symmetric. • 



Chapter 6 

The Donadlson-Fukaya category of 

a torus 

Consider the 2-torus E = M2/Z2 equipped with the symplectic structure given by 

u = Adx A dy, where A is then the area. Take £1 = \fA{dx + idy), so that together 

they define a Calabi-Yau structure on E, and furthermore a torus fibration like the 

one discussed in the previous chapter. Closed Lagrangian submanifolds of E are just 

closed embedded curves in E. For each such curve we can apply the mean curvature 

flow, with the metric given by the above Calabi-Yau structure. By the properties of 

the mean curvature flow, if the curve is not contractible it will converge to a geodesic 

in its hamiltonian isotopy class. Otherwise it will converge to a point and the flow 

is not a hamiltonian isotopy (one cannot lift the phase function to a hamiltonian in 

this case). Thus in describing the Donaldson category of E, we can restrict ourselves 

to considering underlying Lagrangians that are geodesies for the flat metric on the 

torus. We discard the contractible curves whose Floer homologies are obstructed, as 

34 
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is usually done ([12]). 

Let the extended Donaldson category Don+(E) be the category Don(_E) en

larged by formal sums. The functor <S> extends to Don+(J5'), and the main theorem 

of this section is 

Theorem 6.0.35. The bi-functor <S> restricts to a bi-J"unctor Don+ (E) x Don+(E) -4-

Don+(£). 

Proof. Consider the d to 1 symplectic covering maps pa : Ed —>• E where pa sends 

(x, y) to (dx, y) and Ed denotes E equipped with dustandard (a symplectic covering 

is a map / : (Mi,u>i) —> (M2,cj2) that is a covering and satisfies f*ui2 = uJi)-

Lemma 6.0.36. The pre-image under pi.r of the line L given by y = -x — a, where 

k is an integer and '(n,r) = I, is given as a disjoint union of lines La given by 

y = knx — -a — a where a e {0,..., r — 1} each one of which is a k to 1 cover under 

Pkr-

The pre-image of the line x = b is kr lines x = ^f, where a e {0,..., kr — 1} each 

one of which is isomorphic to x = b under p^T. 

Proof The pre-image of y = -x — a under the covering R2 —> E is given by lines of 

the form 

77/ 
y + P=-(x-a)-a (6.1) 

r 

where a, (5 G Z. The pre-image of these under p^r is 

n n 
y + (3 = —(krx — a) — a = knx a — a (6.2) 

r r 
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so in Ehr we get r curves given by projections of y = knx — -a — a where a G 

{0,..., r — 1} each one of which is a A; to 1 cover because each point has kr pre-images 

and there are r distinct curves. 

If the curve is given by x = b then the pre-image is clearly kr lines given by 

T __ b+a 
kr 

• 

We will prove that (Li,Si)<S>(L2,S2) is isomorphic to an element of Don(E') as 

a Don(.E)-module for any two objects (Li,«Si) and (L2,S2) of Don(E) (where we 

suppress the local systems from the notation). 

Let L\ and L2 be such that the sequence [L\ x L2,C) is transverse and that 

the projection map ^\(LIXL2)XBXBC is' a covering map of degree n onto an embedded 

Lagrangian image. We will denote this image again by (Li x L2) o £. It is easy to 

show that the generalized intersection points of 

(L1xL2,£,T) (6.3) 

and 

((L1xL2)oC,T) (6.4) 

are in an n to 1 correspondence. We will show that one can indeed compute Li®L2 

in terms of (L\ x L2) o C and a suitable local system on it. 

We split the proof into two cases according to the following distinction. Consider 

the sequence (L\ x L2, £). If L\ x L2 x C and A£ X £ x E intersect transversely we'll 

say that L1 ; L2 and L form a transverse sequence. 
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Lemma 6.0.37. The lines Li, L2 and the Lagrangian £ do not form a transverse 

sequence only when L\ = L2 — F where F is a vertical line x — b. 

Proof. The tangent space TLX © TL2 © TL is given by 

(h,l2,u,Vi,u,v2,u,v1+v2) (6.5) 

where k G TLt and (u, Vi,-u, v2, u, vj + v2) G TL. The tangent space TAEXE © TE is 

just 

(p,g,P,Q,r) (6.6) 

where p,q,r G TE. Finally let 

( S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 ) (6 .7) 

be an arbitrary element olTE ®TE ®TE ®TE ®TE. . 

For a transverse sequence we need to be able to solve 

{p + h,q + l2,p+ (u,v1),q + (u,v2),r + (u,v1 +v2)) = (si,S2,s3,S4,s5) (6.8) 

for p, q,r, li, l2, (u, V\), (u, v2) given si, s2, S3, s4, s5. Given l\ and l2, the first and sec

ond component equations determine p and q. We can pick u,vi and v2 so that the 

third and fourth component equations are satisfied as long as s3tX — px = s<±jX — qx 

i.e. s3. + h,x — s4,x — s2,x + h,x (where subscript x denotes the base direction 

component of the vector). Finally we can pick r freely so that the last component 

equation is satisfied. 

Thus as long as l2tX — htX can be any real number for a choice of (li, l2) the sequence 

is transverse, which is true whenever at least one of the tangent spaces to lines Lx 

and L2 at generalized intersection points has a horizontal component, which is in turn 
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true for all pairs of lines Li and L2 except when they are both equal to a vertical line 

x = b. • 

So let us start with the transverse case. 

6.0.4 Case 1 

Let L1 and L2 be two lines (geodesies for the flat metric on the torus) given 

by y = ^x — CL\ and y = — x — a2. Notice that in this case the projection map 

7V\{L1XL2)XEXEC
 1S a degree w covering, where w = gcd(r!,r2). This is so for the 

following reason: notice that the first line intersects a vertical line in r^ equally 

spaced points, and the second one in r2 equally spaced points. Over each point (x, z) 

of (Li x L2) o £ there will be all the points (x,yi,x,y2,x, z) in (L\ x L2) XEXE £ such 

that (x, yi,x, 2/2) ^ Li x L2 and y\ + y2 = z, and there are precisely w of those. 

Let T be a line given by y = —x — 0,3. Take d to be rir2r3 . To analyze the quilts 

involved, consider the covering pd x pd x pd : E^ x E^ x Ed -> E~ x E~ x E. The 

pre-image of C consists of disjoint tori given by 

% 7 

£ij := (x + -,yux + -.,y2,x,yl+y2) (6.9) 

where 0 < i, j < d — 1. 

Equip E^ x E^ x Ed with pullback almost-holomorphic structures. Let u be a 

quilted strip with seam conditions (Li x L2, £, T) (where we write T for TT to simplify 

notation). 

Lemma 6.0.38. The quilted strips u are in a d3 to 1 correspondence with the quilted 

strips with seams in the pre-image Lagrangians (L" x L ^ J C J ^ T 7 ) , where 0 < i,j < 
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d - 1, 0 < a < ri - 1, 0 < 0 < r2 - 1, 0 < 7 < r3 - 1. 

Proof. A quilted strip u consists of a pair (ui, u2) from generalized intersection point < 

x_ > = (ni)_xri2,-,n3i_) to generalized intersection point < x+ >= (nit+xn2t+,ri3j+). 

Pick one of the d3 lifts of < x_ > under PdxPdxPd- By definition this is a generalized 

intersection point for one of the (L° x Lr2, Ci}0, T
1) and it determines a lift of (ui, u2) 

to a quilted strip with these lifted seams (just lift u\ and u2 individually and by 

definition they will form such a quilted strip). Since every quilted strip with seam 

conditions (L° x L^C^j^T1) projects to one with conditions (Lx x L2,C,T) this 

finishes the proof. • 

Now by Lemma 4.6, the quilted strips with seam conditions in (L" x Lf, Citj, T1) 

are in a 1-1 correspondence with quilted strips with seam conditions in [Ca-i^-j^T1). 

Where 

C ^ - ^ x ^ o A , , (6.10) 

and Ck,i is given by 

y = (rii h n2— )x k 1 — ax — a2 (6-H) 
n r2 n r2 

There are p different Cfc>; for a,fi,i,j varying, where p = DXl . This is because 

counting the number of different Ck,i is the same as counting the number of nir2k + 

n2rxl mod n r 2 l which is just gcd(gcd(ni?2
r,2

n2ri),r ir2) = gcd(gcd(n1
1,n2)w,r1r2) = P- T h e r e 

are rxr2d
2 different seam conditions (L° x L^ A j ) so the quilted strips with these 

seam conditions are in a d2w to 1 correspondence with quilted strips with conditions 

(Cfc,,,TT). 
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The curves Ck,i are the pre-images of the curves i4,z by p^, where R^i is 

nx n2 nx n2 y = ( 1 )x k 1 - ai - a2 (6-12) 
n r2 ri r2 

There are q of these curves, where q = gcd(p, ^ ^ + 2211^ because their number is 

the number of values of n\r2l\ + ^fih m ° d gcd(rir2, n^r^ + n2ri) = <7̂ - The number 

of these is ,, ,, qw
 s—r. But this is ,, ,,q r-̂ -, and gcd(ni,n2) and q are 

gcd(gcd(nir2,n2ri),gu)) gcd(gcd(ni,n2),g) ' t> v i> ^y i 

co-prime, so the final answer is q. Each of these q curves has - pre-images that all 

together give the p curves Rkj. 

Using the same argument as in Lemma 6.4 we conclude that the strips with bound

ary conditions (Cfc^,T7) are in a d to 1 correspondence with strips with boundary 

conditions (Rkti,T). But ®k,iRk,i is precisely (Li x L2) o £ for 

y = — x — ax (6.13) 

and 

y = —x - a2 (6.14) 

Thus we can conclude that the quilted strips with seam conditions in (L\ x L2, £, T) 

are in a w to 1 correspondence with the quilted strips with seam conditions in (Li x 

L 2 ) o £ . 

Since all the generalized intersection points of (L\ x L2 ,£) and T have the same 

index, we can find a S on (Li x L2) o £ that will give an isomorphism 

CF*((Za x L2, £), T) ^ C F * ^ x L2) o £, T) (6.15) 

and an isomorphism 

/ / F * ( L 1 x L 2 , £ , T ) ^ ( / f F * ( ( L 1 x L 2 ) o £ , T ) ) (6.16) 
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where we suppressed the local systems from the equations for ease of writing. 

Take the pullback local systems (Sf MS^,0,TJ) on (Lf x L^, £ i j ; T7), where 

T is the local system on T. On (Ca-^p-j, T7) under the composition this goes to 

( ( S f E S ^ o O . T 7 ) . 

On the other hand take the rank w local system on (Li x L2)o£ given by 7r*i*((Li x 

L2) o £) (which is well defined for a covering map 7r). We will call this local system 

(Si H «S2) o O). Pulling this back to (Ck,hT"<) one gets that 

ea, /3,ij(Ca_ i,^_ i, (S? B S|) o 0 ) (6.17) 

and 

©*,i(Cfc,i,p$((<SiB«S2)oC>)) (6.18) 

have the same Floer homologies with T7 . Thus («Si M iS2) ° O) is exactly the local 

system we are looking for. 

We can rephrase this in terms of Don(E') modules as a set of isomorphisms f/x : 

(Lx(8)L2)(T) = ((Li x L2) o C)(T) (where the local systems are suppressed from 

notation). We want to claim that rjr induce an isomorphism of modules. 

Remark 6.0.39. To obtain such isomorphisms one could just notice that all of the 

Lagrangians involved are special. Equip E x E x E with the product Calabi-Yau 

structure using — (ui © ui) © UJ and (Q A Q) A Q (giving the complex structure — (J x 

J) x J). 

The Lagrangian C is special for the product Calabi-Yau structure on (E x E)~ x E 

with constant phase function — 1. 

To see this decompose Ez as BxTxBxTxBxT with coordinates (xi,yi,x2,y2,x3,y3). 

Consider the embedding of B xT xT into E3 that gives L so that the coordinates on 
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B xT x T are (x,yi,y2). Restricting the holomorphic volume form gives 

3 3 

&E3\C = A* (dx — idyi) A (dx — idy2) A(dx + idyi + idy2) = —3A^dxAdyiAdy2 (6.19) 

The metric is given by A(dx\ + dy\ + dx\ + dy\ + dx\ + dy\), and the volume form of 
3 

the restriction is 3A^dx A dy\ A dy2. 

As a special Lagrangian C admits a natural grading by picking a real number such 

that exp (2nia) = (—l)2 = 1. We consider £ as a graded Lagrangian submanifold 

with the grading given by a = 0. 

Suppose now for example that we are considering three special Lagrangians L\, L2 

and L3 in E with phases a1; a2, and a3. Then one can show that Lagrangian L\ x 

L2 x L3 is special in E x E x E and has the phase function exp7ri(—{a.\ + a2) + 0:3). 

However, the discussion we gave before is more general and that the choice of 

r)r is canonical and enables one to give a Don(E)-module isomorphism which we 

discuss next. Still we use these observations when we make remarks on the indices of 

generalized intersection points we consider. 

To do this, let S be a line given by y = — x — a^. Let y_ be a quilted half pair of 

pants with seam conditions (Li x L2 ,£) , T and S. 

Lemma 6.0.40. The quilted half pairs of pants v are in a d3 to 1 correspondence 

with the quilted half pairs of pants with seam conditions (L° x L^Cij), T1, Ss where 

0 < i, j < d - 1, 0 < a < r-! - 1, 0 < /3 < r2 - 1, 0 < 7 < r3 - 1, 0 < £ < r4 - 1. 

Proof. A quilted half-pair of pants y_ consists of a pair of maps (v 1, v2), where V\ is a 

holomorphic strip in E x E and v2 is a pair of pants in E from < x_ > ®p, where 

< X- >= {n\ x ri2_,n3 ) is a generalized intersection of (L\ x L2,£,T) and p is 
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an intersection point of T and S, to < x+ >. Pick one of the d3 lifts of < rr_ > under 

Pd x Pd x Pd- This determines a lift of {v\,v2), which is by definition a half-pair of 

pants with seam conditions (L° x L^C^j), T7, S*5. Conversely every such half-pair 

of pants projects to a half-pair of pants with conditions (L\ x L2, £), T and S which 

finishes the proof. D 

On the other hand quilted half-pair of pants with seam conditions (L" x L2, A j ) , 

T7, S"5 are in a 1 — 1 correspondence with half-pair of pants with seam conditions 

Ca-i,p-j, T1 and Ss by Theorem 4.7. Completing the argument like for quilted half 

strips we conclude that the quilted half-pairs of pants with seam conditions 

{LxxL2,C),T,S (6.20) 

are in a w to 1 correspondence with half-pairs of pants with boundary conditions 

(L1xL2)oC,T,S (6.21) 

In terms of Don(£')-modules this says (by the part of Theorem 4.7 concerning the 

intertwining property of the relative invariants defined by these) that the maps r\T 

are natural transformations. 

Without loss of generality one can take T and S to be any combination of possible 

lines that are Lagrangians of Don(.E') (possibly doing a small hamiltonian perturbation 

to achieve transversality, but that does not change the argument). Similarly one can 

analogously argue for any combination of Lx and L2 that form a transverse sequence 

with £, the non-transverse case being the subject of case 2. Thus, in the transverse 

case we have proved (Li<S>L2,Si®S2) = ((Li x L2) o C, (Si IE1 S2) o O) as Don(E)-

modules. 
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6.0.5 Case 2 

Suppose that Lx and L2 both have the underlying Lagrangian given by a vertical 

line F given by equation x = b. We will prove that then either L\®Li2 = F[— 1] © F 

(with local systems to be explained) or Li®L,2 = 0 as Don(£')-modules. 

The tensor product in Dorfl(E) is given by Li®L,2 = (I/i x L2 ,£). This is not 

transverse so let us deform L\ with a small hamiltonian deformation so that it has 

two intersection points with L2. Let T be a test object of the form 

y — nx — a (6.22) 

where n € Z and a £ K . 

Lemma 6.0.41. Tfre composition CoT is embedded. 

Proof. Notice that the first two components of (£ x T) xE (E x-E x A#) determine 

the rest, and so the map to C o T is an embedding. D 

Consider the linear transformation 

\ 

(6.23) 
1 0 

A 
n - 1 

Let <j) be the affine transformation (x,y) i-> (x,t/ + a). 

Lemma 6.0,.42. T/ie transformation I/J = id x (A o <fi) is a symplectomorphism E~ x 

E —>• (E1 x E1)- i/iai taA;e5 t/ie diagonal AE to CoT. 

Proof. The transformation A takes 1? to itself in M2 and so descends to E. A~l = 

A, which also descends so it induces a linear isomorphism. In coordinates it takes 

(x, y) to (x, nx — y) so it induces a symplectomorphism from dx A dy —>• — dx A 
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dy. The transformation 4> is obviously a symplectomorphism so id x (0 o A) is a 

symplectomorphism E~ x E -^ [E x E)~. 

Taking the action on AE in coordinates 

(x,y,x,y)->(x,y,x,nx-y-a) (6.24) 

This is precisely L o T. D 

So we get that 

HF*^ x L2, £, Tv) ^ tfF*^ x L2, C o Tv) ^ HF*^{LX x L%), ip(AE)) (6.25) 

where the last isomorphism uses the fact that (j> fixes L2. Thus 

HF*(L1®L2,T)21HF*(L1XLT,AE)^HF*(L1,L2) (6.26) 

This chain of isomorphisms implies that the only quilted strips between the two 

generalized intersection points of (Li x L2, C) and T are the ones coming from the 

discs between L\ and L2. 

Now we need to reintroduce the local systems into the computation. We can 

assume that our objects given by (L1; S\) and (L2, S2) are indecomposable with no loss 

of generality. By definition we can then specify their local systems using holonomies 

exp(27rz6jlyi + Â j) where iVj are cyclic nilpotent endomorphisms on fibers V* of Si, and 

bi are real numbers. If b\ ^ b2 the Floer homology HF*((Li,Si), (L2,S2)) vanishes 

by definition (it is zero when there is no common eigenvalue for holonomies), and so 

tracing back the differential on 

CF*(Li<8>L2, T) = CF*-1((L1 x L2) o C, T) @ CF*((Li x L2) o £, T) (6.27) 
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equals zero and so 

HF*(L!®L2, T) =* HF*-1^ x L2) o £, T) © HF*{{LX x L2) o £, T) (6.28) 

If b\ = b2 one can compute ([12]) that HF*((Li,S\), (L2,S2)) is isomorphic to Vi 

for the i such that Vi is of smaller rank, which will correspond to taking the local 

system on (Li x L2) o £ to be 5$. We denote this local system by (S\ Kl S2) o C (it 

is the cohomology of 7r*z*(iSi Kl S2) considered as a complex of local systems with a 

differential induced by the above discussion). 

To establish that the same holds for other test objects, let T be given by 

y = -x-a (6.29) 

r 

and consider the cover map pr where p is as in the previous proposition. We again 

have 

CF*(Z,i<8>L2, T) <* CF*_ 1((£i x L2) o £, T) © CF*((LX x L2) o £, T) (6.30) 

By the same reasoning as in Section 1 we get that quilted strips with seam conditions 

(Li<S)L2,T) are in correspondence with quilted strips with seam conditions in (L" x 

L2, £ i ; j ,T
7) , where L", L2, Cij and T"7 are as before. 

The sequence (L® x Lj, A j , T7) has generalized intersection points when a + i = 

/3 + j and for each such we get 2 quilts by the r = 1 part of the argument. Thus we 

get 2r4 quilts for all (L° x Lg, £ i j ,T 7 ) , and so we originally had 2r quilts such that 

CF*(L^L2, T) ^ CF*-\{LX x L2) o £, T) © CF*((L : x L2) o £, T) (6.31) 

becomes either 

HF\Li®L2, T) =* HF*-1^ x L2) o £, T) © /fF*((Li x L2) o £, T) (6.32) 
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or 0 as before. 

Finally let T — F, the line x — b. In this case £ o T = F x F so we get that 

HF*(L1<S>L2, T) ^ HF*(F x F, F x F) = HF*(F, F) <g> HF*(F, F) (6.33) 

But 

HF*-\{LlxL2)o£,T)®HF*((L1xL2)o£,T)^HF*-1(F,F)®HF*(F,F) (6.34) 

in this case so we get the expected answer. As we discussed composition is natural 

with respect to quilted triangles so we conclude that in terms of Don(E)-modules 

LX®L2 ^ ((Lx x L2) o C)[-\] 8 ((Li x L2) o £) (6.35) 

with local systems described, or 0 depending on the eigenvalues of holonomies for S\ 

and S2-

This then finishes Case 2, and ends the proof. 

• 



Chapter 7 

Mirror symmetry for the elliptic 

curve as a monoidal equivalence 

In this chapter we discuss mirror symmetry for a torus E and how the new tensor 

product, as applied to E, mirrors the one on its dual. Let Eduai be the elliptic 

curve with modular parameter r = p. In [12] we are given a functor $ that induces 

an equivalence between the category Don+(E) and the derived category of coherent 

sheaves on Eduai. Let us review the construction of this functor, by starting with a 

short review of the theory of coherent sheaves on an elliptic curve. 

We take the following result as our starting point: 

Theorem 7.0.43. [6] Let X be a smooth projective curve. The full subcategory 

of Db
coh(X) formed by all objects that are finite direct sums of objects of the form 

A[n], where A is either an indecomposable torsion sheaf supported at a point or an 

indecomposable vector bundle, is equivalent to Db
coh(X). 

In case of an elliptic curve, indecomposable torsion sheaves and vector bundles 

48 
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can be further classified. Identify X with C/A where A is a lattice generated by 1 

and r. Every line bundle on X is given as f 

(C x C)/A (7.1) 

where the action of the lattice is given by 1 acting as identity and 

T(Z,V) = {Z + T,<I>(Z)V) (7.2) 

where (p is some function from C to C*. Denote a line bundle constructed in this way 

by L((f>). We will distinguish the line bundle L0 given by the function 

4>o(z) = exp(—irir — 2mz) (7.3) 

Every line bundle can be represented as L = t*xLo ® LQ _ 1 , for some translation tx and 

some integer n, and so is given by 

<Kz) = tlfo • 4>rl (7-4) 

Every vector bundle is given as (C x V)/A, where V is a vector space and the action 

of A is given by 1 acting as identity and 

T(Z, V) = (Z + T, A(z)v) (7.5) 

where A is a function from C to GL(V). We denote such bundles by F(V, A). These 

can be classified as well, like in work of Atiyah [1] and later Oda [11]. Consider the 

natural isogeny map 7vr : XrT —> XT where r is an integer, and XT denotes the elliptic 

curve with modular parameter r. 

Theorem 7.0.44 (Atiyah, Oda). Any indecomposable vector bundle onX of rank and 

degree (rk,nk) (gcd(r,n) = I) can be written in the form 7rr*(L((/>) <g> F(V,exp(N))), 
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where L((f>) is a uniquely given degree n vector bundle and N is a cyclic nilpotent 

endomorphism of a k-dimensional vector space V. 

Torsion sheaves supported at a point are easier to describe. They are determined 

completely by the point of support x, the vector space of global sections V and the 

action of (z — x) (considered as a generator of Ox) on V that is given by a nilpotent 

matrix N G End(V). We denote such sheaves by S(x, V, N). 

Now we can describe the action of $ on the objects we discussed. If A = nr*(L((f>)® 

F(V,expN)) with <fi = taT+b(po • </>o_1 the image is 

$(j4) = (A,a,M) (7.6) 

where A is the line with slope - and x intercept —, the phase a is the unique 

real number with — | < a < \ and exp(z7ra) = , %r
n , and the local system 

M G GL(Ved) is the pushforward by the degree d cover of the local system with 

monodromy exp(—2-Kiblv + N). 

If A = S(ar + b, V, N) the image is 

$(A) = (A, - , exp(2niblv + N)) (7.7) 

where A is the vertical line through —a. 

We are ready to prove the following theorem 

Theorem 7.0.45. Let E be a 2-torus with complexified K'dhler parameter p = iA + b, 

where A is its area. Let E^uai be an elliptic curve with modular parameter r = p, and 

let Dalg be the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on E^uai considered as a 

monoidal category with monoidal structure induced by the standard tensor product. Let 
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jjsymp £e ^ e extended Donaldson category of E Don+(£ ') equipped with the monoidal 

structure induced by <g>. Then Dalg and Dsymp are equivalent as monoidal categories. 

Proof. Let us show that $ is a monoidal functor. To do this we will split our discussion 

into three cases. In each case we need to compute the Oda representation for the 

tensor products that we need to use the mirror functor and then we will compare 

with the mirror tensor product. 

C a s e 1 

Suppose that we are looking at A C§> B where 

A = TV^L, <8> F(VU exp(iV1))) (7.8) 

and 

£ = 7r s ,(L2®F(V2 ,exp(JV2))) (7.9) 

with Li = tXiL0 (g> L Q " 1 and L2 = t*X2LQ <g> L™^1 and Vi, V2 of ranks ki and k2 

respectively (remember gcd(n,r) = gcd(m,s) = 1). For notational convenience we 

will again use ET to denote the elliptic curve with modular parameter r . Notice the 

following cartesian square 

E —-—y ErT 

i s | ^ (7-10) 

EST —5—)- ET 

where E = EpTxZ/dZ, where d = gcd(r, s) andp = ^f. Denote by lr>l/ the composition 

of the isogeny EpT —> Err with the translation by vr on ErT, and by lStl/ the isogeny 

EpT —y.EST. These are just the maps obtained from mapping EpT to the v place in 

EpT x Z /dZ and composing with lr and ls (this depends on the choice of identification 

of E with EpT x Z/rfZ and this choice is the most convenient). 
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We want to compute 

A <g> B = Tr^Li <g> F(VU exp(iV1))) <g> TTS*(L2 <g> F(V2, exp(7V2))) (7.11) 

in standard form so we could find its mirror. Since ir*F(Vi, exp^A^) ) = F(Vi, exp(Ni)) 

and similarly for s, we can use the projection formula to rewrite 

A <g> B = (7rr«Li <g> 7rs*L2)-<8) (F(y 1 ; exp(-TVi)) <g> F(Va, exp(-iV2))) (7.12) 

Let us compute the part involving line bundles 

irT*L\ <E> 7rs*L2 = ^,,,(1/!. (8)7r*7rs*L2) 

= 7Tr*(Li (g) lrJ*sL2) 

= 7TrJr*(l*Li <g> Z*Z/2) 

= 7T*(Z;LI(8)Z;L2) 

where TT : E ^ ET is the composition map (using base change 7r*7rs* = Zr*Z*). 

We can decompose this into factors as 

7r„Li <g> 7rs*L2 = ®„irp*(l*tl/Li <g) Z*it/L2) (7-13) 

where 7rp* : £ p T —> ET is as before. We will use the following two Lemmas that we 

prove here for convenience. 

L e m m a 7.0.46. ty(txL0 <g> L ^ 1 ) = t*x+nyL0 <g> LJ}"1 

Proof. Notice that for every two points x and y we have 

txL0®t*yL0 = t*x+yL0®L0 (7.14) 

by the Theorem of the Square [10]. • 
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Lemma 7.0.47. Let n^ : Ekr —> ET be the k-covering and a, b E R. 

K(t*aT+bLo ® K~l) = t^+ t tLo ® L*""1 (7.15) 

Proof. For any line bundle L let m^ : ET ^ ET be the map taking j ; 6 BT to the line 

bundle t*xL ® L _ 1 in the dual curve. The following diagram commutes 

E 

?Tk 

kr 

'̂ 
# r 

— ^ ^ f c 

- ^ £ 

(7.16) 

which is the same as saying 

t ; « L ) ® (TT^L)"1 = 7r:(t;fcWL ® L"1) (7.17) 

It is easy to compute that 

<L0 = Lk
0 (7.18) 

so using LQ as L and the previous lemma we get 

t*kzL0 ® L0
 1 = 7r*k(t;kiz)L0 ® L0"

x) (7.19) 

This implies the above for degree 0 bundles and analogously we conclude for all 

degrees. • 

Let x\ = airr + b\ and x2 = a^ST + 62. Then 

-n—1 
C,!/^l = *(ai + ̂ )pr+f 6i-^0 ® ^0 (7.20) 

and 

7* r _ + 
l2PT+^b2 l*L2 = tl2Vr+rb2Lo®Llm~l (7-21) 
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so 

TT„LI <g> TTS*L2 = ®^P*(t*{ai+a2+^)pr+pl+r.b2L0 <g> L0
d d ) (7.22) 

For the other part of the tensor product computation notice that 

F{VU exp(-TVx)) <g> F(V2, exp(-7V2)) = F(VX <8> V2, exp(-7V1 ® 1 + 1 <g> -AT2)) (7.23) 
r s r s 

We can decompose V\ <S> V2 (Lemma 21 in [1]) so that exp(-Nx Cg> 1 + 1 ® - A 2̂) is cyclic 

unitary on each subspace to get that (Vi (g> V2, exp(£A^ (g> 1 + 1 <g) ^Af2)) decomposes 

as 

-fc2+i> Ofc1-fc2+i) © (W^-fcj+a, O^-fcj+s) © ••• © (Wfci+fc2-i> Ofe1+fe2-i) (7.24) 

where W's sum up to V\ Cg> V2 and O's are restrictions of exp(^A^ ® 1 + 1 <g> -A^)) to 

the W's. Thus F( l / 1 , exp(^ 1 ) ) <g> F(V2, e x p ( ^ 2 ) ) decomposes as 

F(Wkl_k2+1, Okl.k2+l) © F(Wfel_fe2+3, Ofcl_fc2+3) ©... © F ^ . + f c , - ! , Ofcl+fc2_i) (7.25) 

where we assume k\ > k2. The full tensor product is then 

A <g> B = ffi^7rp*(^ai+a2+^)pT+^i+gfe2L0 <8> L £ n + a m _ 1 <g> F(Wfcl_fc2+2i+1, 0^_fc2+2i+1)) 

(7.26) 

where we've again used the projection formula and thus the p-th powers on O's. 

The mirror map takes this object to 

$(A ®B) = ®Vii(Av, a, MV}i) (7.27) 

where Au is the line with slope \n + -sm and x intercept aiin°^im
r , the number —\< 

r s 

d < \ is given by the slope, and the local systems MU}i are in GL(W®q_k +2i+i) 

where q = gcd(p, | n + ^m). Since the local systems will not come decomposed in our 
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Lagrangian calculation we can sum over i. So if we denote by Mi the monodromy of 
s_ r_ 

$(A) and M2 the monodromy of &(B) we get the q — th power of (Vi <g) V2, M( <g> M2
d) 

Let us compute $(A)<g>Q(B). The Lagrangian L\ underlying &(A) is a line of slope 

- starting at — and for $ (5 ) it is a line L2 of slope — starting at —. Remembering 

the last chapter, the line underlying the tensor product is given as (Lx x L2) o £, 

which is just the set of curves Rilti2 

y = (- + —)x - (- / i + —k) + ai + a2 7.28) 
r s r s 

for integers l\ and Z2. Let us show this is the same family of lines as the one given 

by $(^4 ® B). The equivalent pairs (7i, l2) ~ (h + ur, h + vs) where « , « G Z give the 

same curve, and the pairs (ij, /2) ~ (̂ i + w,l2 + w) where W G Z also. We can use the 

second relation to get rid of the second parameter to get (7l5l2) ~ (v, 0) where v G Z 

is free and then the first relation gives (z/, 0) ~ [y + w +1>s, 0) which by definition of 

d gives the lines can be written as 

y = (- + —)x--u-ai-a2 7.29 
r s r 

where v ranges from 0 to d. 

Notice that this is not a family of distinct curves, we just wanted to prove that the 

two families coincide. The count of distinct curves was given in the previous chapter 

and is given by q. So taking into account the redundancy, Q(A (g> B) consists of the 

q curves Ri1}i2 with local systems of rank q-kik2 = dk±k2. 

Let us compute the relevant local system (S\ IE S2) o O. Because the curves in 

(Li x L2) 

XEXE £ a r e i*1 homotopy classes (^, ^,...) in h\ x L2 x £, under pullback to 

the intersection we get the local system V\ <g> V2 with monodromy M* <S> M2
d. Pushing 

this forward by a d-th cover gives the rank dk\k2 local system we expected. 
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Case 2 

Suppose 

A = 7rr*{L®F{Vuexp{N1))) (7.30) 

and 

B = S(x,V2,N2) (7.31) 

where V's and ./V's are as before, and x is the point where B is supported. The tensor 

product in the derived category is equivalent to the object 

A <g> B = 7rr,(L ® F(VU exp(7V1))) <g> S(x, V2, N2) (7.32) 

because A is locally free. Since B is supported at a point, A <g> B is supported at the 

same point as well. Since A is locally isomorphic to Cffc, where k is the dimension 

of the vector bundle A, we get that A® B is isomorphic to B®k. Its image is thus 

$(£) e / £ . 

On the other hand the Lagrangian defining $(A)(g)$(B), given by (Lx x L2) o £ 

is exactly the supporting Lagrangian of B. The local system is the local system of 

B to the power r • ki, which is exactly the dimension of the vector bundle A. This 

.establishes that again $(A)<g>$(B) = $(A <g> B). 

Case 3 

Suppose 

A = S(x,V1,N1) 

and 

B = S(y,V2,N2) 

(7.33) 

(7.34) 
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Since we are working on a curve we can find a locally free resolution of A of length 2 

of the form 

0 -)• TZ2 -> Tli -> 0 (7.35) 

where 72.i and 72-2 are of the same dimension since they are isomorphic away from x. 

The tensor product is 

0^n2®B-+1ll®B^0 (7.36) 

The sheaves in the above sequence are supported at y and if x ^ y the above map 

is an isomorphism and so this object of the derived category is equivalent to 0. If 

x = y let us use an isomorphism to identify A with OklX and B with Ok2x where fcj 

is the rank of Vi. Using now the standard 2-term resolution for Okx
 w e n n d that the -

derived tensor product is 0^iX\— 1] © OkiX where fcj is the smaller of the two. 

On the Lagrangian side, if x = aiT + bi and y = a2r-\-b2 satisfy a± ^ a2 we get that 

$(A)(g>$(i?) is 0 because the fibers underlying $(A) and &(B) are disjoint, which is 

the desired outcome. In the case a,\ = a2 but £>i ̂  b2 we get the case of L\ x L2 

and £ forming a non-transverse sequence, corresponding to taking <g> of a fiber with 

itself with local system of different eigenvalues, and thus the solution is again 0. In 

case x = y the proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that $(A)(g)$(5) is the sum F[— 1] © F 

(where F is the vertical through —a) equipped with whichever of exp(27ri6jlyi + JVj) 

is of smaller rank, which is the mirror of the above two term complex. 

Now we can say that $ is a monoidal functor, and similarly for its inverse that 

gives the mirror symmetry equivalence. We conclude that $ is in fact a monoidal 

equivalence for (Da^,®) and (/Js^m*\ <g>). 

• 
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